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Jon Henes is a partner in the Restructuring Group of Kirkland & Ellis. His practice involves
representing debtors, creditors' committees and distressed investors in acquisitions,
restructurings and bankruptcy cases, and providing advice to boards of directors, senior
managers and investors. Jon Henes was recognized as one of the nation’s outstanding young
restructuring lawyers of 2005 by Turnarounds & Workouts. Jon Henes frequently writes for
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Harold K. Gordon is a Partner at Jones Day. He practices corporate and commercial litigation
and products liability, and represents entities and individuals in SEC and stock exchange
investigations. Prior to joining Jones Day, Harold was a Branch Chief in the Division of
Enforcement at the SEC. He also served as a law clerk to a federal district judge. Harold Gordon
was the Career Development columnist for the New York Law Journal for 2004 and 2005. His
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Gary Holtzer is a Partner in the Finance & Restructuring department of Weil, Gotshal & Manges.
His practice focuses on the representation of creditors and debtors undergoing restructurings in

and out of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. Gary Holtzer serves as the chairperson of the
Mega-Case Subcommittee of the City Bar Association's Committee on Bankruptcy and
Corporate Reorganization. His full biography can be accessed HERE.
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Jason Pantzer is the Managing Director of Pantzer Properties, Inc., a 35-year old real estate
investment and management company in New York, and also serves as Managing Director for
The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group LLC. Previously, Jason worked in the real estate and/or
mortgage groups of ING Barings, Lehman Brothers Inc. and Salomon Brothers.
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Jeff Stein is a portfolio manager at Neuberger Berman. Prior to joining Neuberger Berman, Jeff
worked in the Private Wealth Groups at Credit Suisse and Goldman Sachs. He began his career
at Proskauer Rose LLP in the Sports Law Group, and after this became Special Advisor to the
Chairman of the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey under Governors Whitman and
Pataki.
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Phone: 212-506-2342
Scott Zemser is a Partner and the Global Head of Leveraged Finance and Co-Head of Lending at
Mayer Brown. Scott has more than 25 years of experience practicing in the US and
international leveraged finance markets. He represents banks and other financial institutions as
lead arrangers, underwriters and participants across all types of financings, including
acquisition, tender and bridge financings; investment grade financings; secured high-yield debt
securities; asset-based financings; and convertible note financings. He also represents lenders
in connection with complex workouts and restructurings. Scott is ranked in Chambers, with
clients highlighting that "he's just user-friendly and available, and he flags items early on that
we should consider before they become big client issues." Legal 500 has rated Scott a "Leading
Lawyer" and noted that he “is singled out for his subject matter expertise, responsiveness, and
ability to advise while taking into account the underlying business issues.” He is also listed in
Legal Media Group’s Expert Guide. Scott currently serves on the Advisory Committee of the
Heyman Center for Corporate Governance, a research body which raises public and academic
awareness of pressing corporate and securities issues, is a member of the Executive Partner

Counsel of StreetWise Capital Partners, who work with leading corporations to build mentoring
relationships between low-income individuals and volunteer business professionals in order to
develop workplace skills and employment networks as the bridge to a successful career, is a
member of the Economic Club of New York and a member of the LSTA Primary Market
Committee. His full biography can be accessed HERE.

